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 In recent times, there have been numeric applications of Biped Robots. In 

this paper, a proposed upper leg hip design of a biped was developed taking 

cost reduction and optimization as factors for consideration. The proposed 

system introduces a novel method which consists of a vibration reduction 

(VR) DC stepper motor, microcontroller, microprocessor and gearing 

arrangement. The program in the microprocessor is so designed that it gives a 

fixed number of cycles/steps to the VR DC stepper motor in clockwise and 

thereafter in anti-clockwise direction. This turning movement can then be 

transmitted to the gearing system which precisely moves one upper leg when 

the VR DC stepper motor moves in clockwise direction, while the other 

upper leg remains static, and vice-versa. It has been observed that this new 

proposed system may reduce the cost overhead, weight and the energy 

consumption incurred by working on a single VR DC stepper motor while 

conventionally two stepper motors are used to give the motion of the two 

upper legs in a biped.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

A biped robot is a robot that simulates the activities of a human being. The bipeds have numerous 

applications in various fields such as inspection, defense, manufacturing, cleaning, remote exploration, and 

entertainment [Hudyjaya Siswoyo Joa * et al 2012].  A biped robot has similar movements to that of a human 

being [Ronald Van Ham* et al 2007 ]. It should have a gait pattern similar to that of a human gait, hence it 

needs actuators for its movement [Koh Hosod
* 

et al 2008]. In a biped robot, the motion of the actuators in 

each joint is achieved by using separate DC stepper motors. Numerous motors are used to provide the motion 

to every joint. The movement of a conventional biped robot leg is periodical. The upper leg links of the hip 

joint have two separate DC motors for the individual link movement. It ensures the precise and definite 

movement to each of the leg module. Formerly various novel work has been done in this area to reduce the 

overall weight, energy consumption and optimize the overall system in a biped [Ronald Van Ham* et al 

2007]. Sung-nam Oh et al had designed the biped which is monitored and controlled by a computer and the 

mechanical system consisted of links and joints with more than 2 DOF with a single DC motor giving only 

one direction of motion. Hudyjaya Siswoyo Jo et al had also developed a novel way to minimize the number 

of actuations and had used two motors in the hip joint for the motion of the legs. R. Van Ham et al had 

proposed the actuation of the hip and the leg joint with a simple spur gear arrangement and focused on the 

precise and control movement of the biped. K. Hosoda et al proposed and experimented a novel design with 
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two pneumatic actuators for the locomotion of the biped. M. Guihard, P. Gorce et al had had also proposed a 

biped robot using pneumatic actuators and emphasized on the dynamic behavior of the leg. 

This paper proposes a new design and control approach which is built upon mechanisms and 

hardware involved in the hip joint module considering less weight, minimal hardware, less cost and reduce 

energy consumption as factors. The program in the control system provides the stepper motor actuation of the 

hip joint in both clockwise and anti-clockwise. The clock wise motion is transmitted to one leg while the 

other leg remains stationary and vice versa. This motion is achieved by a new gear arrangement design. The 

results of the mechanical design was verified in virtual simulation and the simple control system was 

experimentally validated.   

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

The hip leg design is an important area in biped robots as it involves the static and dynamic stability, 

and the motion transmission. Many novel works has been done in the design of the hip and leg in bipeds. The 

belt train drives are mostly used for the motion transmission from the DC stepper motors to the leg [M. Reza 

Emami et al 2014]. 

The proposed approach is designed to reduce the mechanical structure of the upper leg. In the 

design, the movement of both the upper leg of a biped robot has been tried to achieve with a single DC 

stepper motor. This is done by rotating the DC stepper motor discretely in both directions (clockwise and 

anti-clockwise). The DC stepper motor is connected by the microcontroller and a programmed 

microprocessor. This separate directional motion is utilized with necessary gear arrangements to move both 

the upper leg links of the hip joint one at a time. The gear arrangement is designed using the software Catia-

v5 developed by Dessault systems. This paper is settled with the design and control of planar bipeds which 

can walk in only in one direction, either forward or backward with a single DC motor. 

 

2.1 Control System 

The control system was developed keeping cost and easy operation in mind while the conventional 

functionality is not impacted in the biped robot. The entire system developed is represented by the block 

diagram (Figure 1). The control system consisted of a microcontroller, microprocessor, and vibration 

reduction DC stepper motor. The operational codes were first programmed in assembly language as per the 

requirement. It was then fed manually to the microcontroller. The microcontroller was connected to the 

microprocessor which processed the set of codes in the microprocessor and thereby sent electric pulse signals 

to the DC stepper motor connected, which then rotates for the defined stops as provided in the operational 

codes. The idling time was specified in the code before the stepper motor rotates in the opposite direction. 

The specific rotation could be changed in accordance to the requirement in the real time process. This motion 

of the DC stepper motor can then be transmitted to the new gear train designed which would give motion to 

both the upper leg links of the hip joint of the biped robot. There were two set of operational codes that was 

programmed. The first set of codes gives the clock wise motion to the stepper motor while the second set of 

codes was giving the anti-clock wise motion to the same DC stepper motor. This would reduce the use of the 

second stepper motor that provided the motion to the other leg. The operational code that was programmed is 

mentioned below and their functionality is then discussed. The configuration of the control system is 

specified below. 

1. Stepper motor - TYPE – STM-601, INPUT/VOLTAGE – 12V, DC/AMP – 0.5A, TORQUE – 2 kg 

2. Micro controller - TYPE – 8255 

3. Microprocessor - TYPE – DYNA-85 

 

 

 
    

Figure 1. The entire developed system 

 

 

2.1.1   Operational Code Program 

Coding for the micro-processor to execute the motor for 8 steps (first in clock wise direction and 

then in anti-clockwise direction) 
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C000  MVIA, 80H   \\This statement loads the 8255 control word in the Accumulator. All the ports are output 

          ports. 

C002  OUT 13H       \\This sends the control word address from the micro controller to the microprocessor. 

C004  MVIC,08H     \\The resistor is used as a counter,8 is the number of count of steps in clockwise of the 

             motor. 

C006  MVIA,FA       \\Load FA command in the Accumulator to excite the magnetic effect in the stepper  

           motor. 

C008  OUT 10           \\Port A is accessed to send the command. 

C010  CALL 05,F1    \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C013  MVIA,F6         \\Load the F6 command. 

C015  OUT 10            \\Port A is accessed. 

C017  CALL 05,F1     \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C020  MVIA,F5          \\Load the F6 command.  

C022  OUT 10             \\Port A is accessed. 

C024  CALL 05,F1      \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C027  MVIA,F9           \\Load the F6 command. 

C029  OUT 10             \\Port A is accessed.  

C031  CALL 05,F1      \\Delay the program to run the previous step.   

C034  DCRC                \\Decrement Resistor Count. 

C035  JNZ C006           \\Jump Not Zero until C006. 

The above machine level program runs for the clock wise rotation/cycle or steps for the DC motor. 

The continuation of the below machine level program is designed for the anti-clockwise rotation/cycle or 

steps for the DC motor. 

C037  MVIC,08H         \\The resistor is used as a counter, 8 is the number of count of steps in  anti-clockwise 

   of the motor. 

C039  MVIA,F9              \\Load the F9 command. 

C041  OUT 10                 \\Port A is accessed to send the command. 

C043  CALL 05,F1          \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C046  MVIA,F5               \\Load the F5 command. 

C048  OUT 10                  \\Port A is accessed to send the command. 

C050  CALL 05,F1           \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C053  MVIA,F6               \\Load the F6 command. 

C055  OUT 10                  \\Port A is accessed to send the command. 

C057  CALL 05,F1           \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C060  MVIA,FA               \\Load the FA command. 

C062  OUT 10                   \\Port A is accessed to send the command. 

C064  CALL 05,F1            \\Delay the program to run the previous step. 

C067  DCRC                      \\Decrement Resistor Count. 

C068  JNZ C006                \\Jump Not Zero until C006. 

C071  HALT                       \\Stops the program. 

OPT CODE (for clock-wise steps/cycles)  

3E 80 D3 13 0E 08 3E FA D3 10 CD F1 05 3E F6 D3 10 CD F1 05 3E F5 D3 10 CD F1 05 3E F9 D3 10 CD 

F1 05 0D C2 06 C0 

OPT CODE (for anti-clock wise steps/cycles):- 

0E 08 3E F9 D3 10 CD F1 05 3E F5 D3 10 CD F1 05 3E F6 D3 10 CD F1 05 3E FA D3 10 CD F1 05 0D C2 

06 C0 CF 

 

2.2. Design System 

2.2.1.   The Gear Mechanism 
The gear arrangement transmits motion to the upper leg links of the hip joint in the biped robot. 

Many novel works has been done in the transmission of the motion from the motor using belt-chain drive. 

The gear arrangement was designed considering two factors- (1) the motion would be more precise and (2) 

the fulfillment of the idea of using one stepper motor to move both the legs. The gear arrangement consisted 

of a compound gear train [Ronald Van Ham* et al 2007] and a reverted gear train [Ronald Van Ham* et al 2007]. 

There are 3 compound gears that were designed using Catiav5, one driving gear and two driven gears.  The 

first gear that would attach directly to the stepper motor (called as driving gear) was designed seeing a 

herringbone gear profile. The profile was chosen as this would give motion in only one direction. The 

herringbone gear profile was designed in this driving gear, both in the outer peripheral plane and also in the 

radial plane [Figure 2]. There after another similar herringbone gear was designed (called as driven gear). 
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The outer peripheral plane of this first driven gear was designed in spur gear arrangement and the radial plane 

was designed in herringbone profile [Figure 3]. This radial herringbone gear profile of this first driven gear 

meshes with the radial herringbone profile of the driving gear. There after the second driven gear is designed 

where outer periphery had spur gear profile and the inner periphery had herringbone gear mesh [Figure 4]. 

This inner periphery of this second driven gear meshes with the herringbone peripheral gear arrangement of 

the driving gear.    

In the radial plane of this driving gear, a similar herringbone driven gear was designed paired whose 

outer cylindrical plane has spur gear arrangement. This spur gear is attached to another pinion spur gear 

where the upper leg link of the hip joint is attached.  

This mechanism would provide motion to one driven gear while the other remains stationary. Again when the 

driving gear rotates in the opposite direction the former driven gear would be stationary while the other 

driven gear rotates.   

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. Driving gear Figure 3. Radial plane 

                           
                                                                            

 
 

Figure 4. Herringbone gear mesh 

 

 

The entire mechanism of the driving gear and the two driven gears is given in Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The entire mechanism of the driving gear and the two driven gears 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

The control system has been verified by implementing the programmed operational codes in the 

microcontroller. It has been observed that the DC stepper motor was giving the specific rotation in both the 

directions (clock wise and anti-clock wise) as programmed. The number of steps was changed in the 

operational codes and the each experiment was repeated. The gear arrangement was designed successfully in 

Catia-v5 and the virtual simulation was also conducted. This was in accordance to the rotation by the stepper 

motor. 
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4. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, a new novel method has been proposed that might decrease the overall weight of the 

biped. The number of DC stepper motors can be minimized in various parts of the robot such as arm joint, leg 

joint, this would reduce the overall cost and the energy consumption of a biped. The new adaptive gear 

design can be incorporated in other parts to give precise movement.  This paper restricts in manufacturing of 

this new gear train and can be further studied. The various material properties of the gear that can affect the 

performance can also be considered. The new gear design would lead to changes in the dynamic and static 

stability of the mechanical structure of the biped which can be further explored.            
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